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How can we leverage 
conversation 

to nurture 
classroom community 

and further student 
learning?

PART ONE

Building relationships and classroom community

Cultivating an environment for talk

Teacher as a conversation facilitator

Equity for all voices

BREAK



How can we leverage 
conversation 

to nurture 
classroom community 

and further student 
learning?

PART TWO

Listening and Speaking

Conversations for student learning

Ideas to launch discussions

Groupings & conversation structures

Assessing conversations

Online conversations
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As COVID-19 remains in our communities, 

so does the anxiety and stress that comes 

with uncertainty, isolation and new 

precautions.

Dr. Bonnie Henry



Humans thrive on feeling 
valued, connected and 

respected.

Patricia Jennings, PhD
HELP Coffee Talk

June 2020



Prioritizing the nurturing 
of relationships and 

classroom 
community promotes 
feelings of belonging.

Patricia Jennings, PhD
HELP Coffee Talk

June 2020



How we feel matters!

"Emotion and cognition are 
supported by interdependent neural 

processes. It is literally 
neurobiologically impossible to build 

memories, engage in 
complex thoughts or 

make meaningful decisions without 
emotions."

Mary Helen Immordino-Yang

"Emotion, Sociality, and the Brain’s Default Mode Network: Insights for Educational Practice and Policy," 2016



"The three most important aspects of 

learning - attention, focus and memory –

are controlled by our emotions, not by 

cognition."

Marc Brackett

Brackett Ph.D., M. (2019). Permission to Feel: Unlocking the Power of Emotions to Help Our Kids, Ourselves and Our Society Thrive. New York, NY: Celadon Books.



Connectedness



Prioritizing 
Ourselves



Nadine Burke Harris, MD

Surgeon General of California

Six Critical Healing Factors

Marc Brackett, PhD
Director of the Yale Centre for Emotional Intelligence

The "Big 7" Strategies for Healthy Emotion Regulation



Think-Ink-Share

Think back to a personal or professional 
situation or environment in which you really 

felt like you belonged.

Which characteristics were a key part of 
promoting your sense of belonging in that 

situation?

What does it feel like to belong?



BREAKOUT DISCUSSION 1:

What is needed to create that same 
sense of community in our classrooms?

Take the opportunity to introduce yourself.

Please nominate one person from your group 
to record an idea, thought or summarize your 

conversation into the chat section once we 
come back together.



Are we providing space for the kinds of 
conversations that will nurture relationships and 

foster community?

“One of the best ways that we 

know of fostering [relationships and 

community] is letting kids talk to 

each other and making space for 

conversations that aren't content-

focused.”

Kassia Omohundro Wedekind

Omohundro Wedekind, K. (Guest). (2020, July 28). Listening and Talking Across Literacy and Math [Stenhouse Teacher's Corner]



What we know from research...



Teachers are estimated to speak 60—75 % of the time.

Cited by Ripp, P. (Host). (2020, May 19). How Do We Learn Best – Embedding Authentic Choice and Voice – Part III [Global EdTech Academy]





Initiate

Respond

Evaluate

Cazden, C. (1988). Classroom Discourse: The Language of Teaching and Learning (2nd Edition). Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann



"In this pattern, the teacher holds sole authority over 
what gets discussed and holds the responsibility to move 

the conversation forward. 
The teacher might tell themselves that it is a discussion 

because students are participating and talking, but really, 
it's just a lecture in disguise."

Simmons, J. (2020, April). A Better Route with Conversation Maps. Educational Leadership, www.ascd.org /el0420simmons

Jon Simmons



During whole group discussions, 4-5 learners 
account for 75% of the interactions.

Green, T. (2000, July – Aug.). Responding and Sharing: Techniques for Energizing Discussions. The Clearing House, 73(6), 331-334.



Conversation 
Mapping



Quiet Classrooms



Quality Matters



“...since dialogue and discussion center 

on questions and children are master 

questioners, then children are uniquely 

suited for dialogue and discussion.”

Wendy Ostroff

Ostroff, W. (2020, April). Empowering Children Through Dialogue and Discussion. Educational Leadership, 77(7), 14-20.



What does it look like when conversations serve to 
explore children’s thinking and deepen their learning?

Children’s voices 
heard the most

Teacher talk aims 
to uncover 

children’s thinking

Children talking 
with each other

Children afforded 
time to think

Topics connect to 
children’s interests, 
explorations, and 

questions

Conversations are 
documented and 
reflected upon to 
reveal thinking

Conversations are 
used to stretch 

children’s thinking

Burman, L. (2009) Are You Listening: Fostering Conversations That Help Young Children Learn. St. Paul, MN: Redleaf Press



"Our job was never to be the sole voice in the classroom, it was 
to create space for students to raise theirs."

Pernille Ripp

Ripp, P. (Host). (2020, May 19). How Do We Learn Best – Embedding Authentic Choice and Voice – Part III [Global EdTech Academy]



Think-Ink-Share

How might we cultivate a classroom 

culture or environment that is less 

teacher-directed, and invites 

all children to participate in 

conversations?



BREAKOUT DISCUSSION 2:

How might we cultivate a classroom culture or 
environment that is less teacher-directed, 

and invites all children to participate 
in conversations?

You will be discussing this question with the 
same group.

Please nominate one person from your group 
to record an idea, thought or summarize your 

conversation into the chat section once we 
come back together.



"Children feel that it is safe 

to participate when a 

climate of trust 

and security has been 

established."

Burman, L. (2009) Are You Listening: Fostering Conversations That Help Young Children Learn. St. Paul, MN: Redleaf Press.

Lisa Burmant





Nurture community through discussion

Create space for conversation between children (structured and 
unstructured talking time) to promote and build friendships

Introduce games that promote interacting and learning about 
each other

Incorporate picture books that spark discussions about identity.



"To say the name is to 
begin the story."

~ a Swampy Cree saying ~



"By highlighting the importance of names 

and their many meanings…we can create a 

space for acknowledging the identities 

children embody and move one step 

closer toward genuinely valuing diversity 

in classrooms."

Mariana Souto-Manning







Positioning Ourselves as 

Conversation Facilitators



Letting go...

§ ultimate say or concluding interpretation

§ need to know or control the final destination

§ jumping into the silence

Altman, M. & Goodwin, B. (2020, April). Forget the Leading Role. Educational Leadership, 77(7), 80-81.



Shift from 
Teacher-centric to Student-centric

Language

Andersen, M. (2020, April). Your Words Matter. Educational Leadership, 77(7), 22-26.



Creating a Classroom Culture that 
Values ALL Voices

• Disrupt power inequities.

• Conversation Mapping creates a visual 
representation of the voices being heard 
in group discussions.

• Notice whose voices we are privileging and 
consider how to make space for more voices.

Simmons, J. (2020, April). A Better Route with Conversation Maps. Educational Leadership, www.ascd.org/el0420simmons

http://www.ascd.org/el0420simmons


Inspired by Aeriale Johnson, WSRA, Feb. 2020



"...the great advantage of 

a talking piece going 

around the circle is 

that each and 

every student knows 

that they will have 

a chance to put their voice 

into the center, and to be 

seen by others."

Amos, C., Teaching Restorative Practices with Classroom Circles, Found at: https://www.healthiersf.org/RestorativePractices/Resources/documents

https://www.healthiersf.org/RestorativePractices/Resources/documents/RP%20Curriculum%20and%20Scripts%20and%20PowePoints/Classroom%20Curriculum/Teaching%20Restorative%20Practices%20in%20the%20Classroom%207%20lesson%20Curriculum.pdf


More information found 
in Easy Reg handouts 

files.

Thank you to Nadine 
McSpadden!



What about
"dominant talkers"?

• Usually more extroverted personalities 
process ideas while talking.

• Through practice, dominant speakers 
can learn to notice who has not 
contributed to conversation, how to 
invite others to speak, how to assess 
appropriate moments to insert their 
voice.



A system of tokens may represent each time 
someone may contribute to the discussion.



What about
less-talkative children?

• Some personalities prefer their ideas 
and thoughts gathered & clear to 
themselves before sharing them in a 
group setting.

• Providing time for thinking, drawing, 
writing, talking in pairs before a 
group discussion supports more voices 
getting in; otherwise conversation 
moves on before having the 
opportunity to process and contribute



Sketch-to-Stretch
Supports children who are not "verbal 
thinkers" to compose their thinking before 
conversations.

Photos c/o Cherie Uber (Twitter)



Thoughtful 
groupings 

impact
successful 

discussions



Scaffolding Talk with Sentence Stems

Invite someone into a 
conversation

Agree and elaborate on 
someone's ideas

Disagree respectfully





Discussion Guidelines

co-created

explicitly taught

modelled

practiced

revisited





Start from strengths

"Some students are naturally going to 
be more active, more talkative, livelier 
than others. We’re not trying to make 

them all be the same, just better, 
stronger, more balanced versions of the 

people that showed up on 
day one."

- Jennifer Gonzalez, www.cultofpedagogy.com



Patience and Time

Students will need to break engrained hierarchies.

Responding with genuine curiosity uses different 
networks of the brain than trying to impress or please 
the teacher. (work by Kang, 2009, cited)

“[Authentic] dialogue is not a ‘one off’ experience to try, 
but a classroom way of life to practice over weeks, 
months or years.” (Ostroff, Ed Leadership, 2020)

Might not run smoothly when first starting, 
perhaps chaotic.



One Word Takeaway
We invite you to share in the chat box.





How can we leverage 
conversation 

to nurture 
classroom community 

and further student 
learning?

Listening & Speaking

Conversations for student learning

Ideas to launch discussions

Groupings & conversation structures

Assessing conversations

Online conversations



Would you rather...







“The way we’re going to 

have robust conversation 

is by really building our 

listening muscles."

Kassia Omohundro Wedekind

Omohundro Wedekind, K. (Guest). (2020, July 28). Listening and Talking Across Literacy and Math [Stenhouse Teacher's Corner]







Listening Ladder



Permission to Listen



Looking for Evidence



What 
foundational 
skills support 

young 
children 
become 

listeners?

Social Listening
- eye contact and attending to the speaker

Listening (Aural) Attention span
- concentrate on what is being said for longer periods 
of time

Auditory memory
- retain what has been said, add to ideas already heard





The Power of Rich Conversation

§ supports the organization of thought

§ surfaces prior knowledge

§ provides a social context for learning

§ nurtures vocabulary acquisition



"Conversations between children provide a context for learning: 

children listen to other ideas or perspectives, and they discuss, 

negotiate, and build on one another's ideas."

Lisa Burman

Burman, L. (2009) Are You Listening: Fostering Conversations That Help Young Children Learn. St. Paul, MN: Redleaf Press.



The effect size of classroom 
discussions on student achievement 

is high (0.82)

John Hattie, 2013



Vocabulary 
Acquisition





"Language can only 'grow' through interaction with people 

and texts that introduce new vocabulary, concepts, and 

language structures."

Andrew Biemiller

Biemiller, A. (2003). Oral Comprehension Sets the Ceiling on Reading Comprehension. https://www.aft.org/periodical/american-educator/spring-2003/oral-comprehension-sets-ceiling-reading

https://www.aft.org/periodical/american-educator/spring-2003/oral-comprehension-sets-ceiling-reading


THE LAUNCH: An invitation to talk



• picture book

• oral story

• image

• poem

• video clip

• outdoor environment

• song

• problem





Which One Doesn't Belong?

Always, Sometimes, Never

Ranking

What's the Story?

What am I?

Would You Rather?



Always, 

Sometimes, 

Never



What's the Story?

onceuponapicture.co.uk











“The real power 
of classroom 

discourse 
comes from 

asking students 
questions that 
move beyond 

what they 
know, to what 
they believe, 
doubt, or 
discount”

(Murphy et. Al., 2018, as quoted in 
Goodwin & Altman, 2020)



Think-Ink-Share

After viewing the wordless video 

short "Snack Attack", what 
question(s) or talking point(s) 

might you pose to young learners 
to launch a discussion?



BREAKOUT DISCUSSION 3:

What question(s) or talking point(s) 
might you pose to young learners to 

launch a discussion about "Snack 
Attack"?

You will be connecting with a larger number of 
colleagues during this breakout.

Your group will have 10 minutes for discussion.
Please nominate one person from your group to 

record an idea, thought or summarize your 
conversation into the chat section once we come 

back together.





Pause & Reflect
What did you notice while conversing in a larger group? 

What might you consider when grouping children for discussion?

to yourself

out loud





Walk & Talk



Talk Structures
Setting up talking experiences



Think – Pair – Share



Chat Stations

"Conversation Stations"

Learn more from Jennifer 
Gonzalez:
www.cultofpedagogy.com/chat-stations

http://www.cultofpedagogy.com/chat-stations


Round Table
Each participant shares initial thoughts or ideas before the conversation opens.



Find more discussion strategies at 
Jennifer Gonzalez's website:
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/spea
king-listening-techniques/

Cult of Pedagogy website

https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/speaking-listening-techniques/
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What about 
virtual discussions?



Assessing conversations
"Classroom discussions and student responses are valuable assessment for learning strategies 

in and of themselves, but remember that you can also use them as opportunities to assess 
your students’ oracy.”

- Gaunt & Stott, Transform Teaching and Learning Through Talk, 2019.



Listening Ladder



I am curious about...




